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All distributed-memory parallel systems rely on explicit message exchange for communication, but the communication operations they support can differ in many aspects. One key difference is the way messages are generated or consumed. With systolic communication, a message is transmitted as it is generated. For example, the result computed by the multiplier is sent directly to the communication subsystem for transmission to another node. With memory communication, the complete message is generated and stored in memory, and then transmitted to its destination. Since sender and receiver nodes are individually controlled, they can use different communication styles. One example of memory communication is message passing: Both the sender and receiver buffer the message in memory.

These two communication styles place different demands on processor design. This article illustrates each style’s effect on processor resources for some key application kernels. We are targeting the iWarp system because it supports both communication styles. Two parallel-program generators — one for each communication style — automatically map the sample programs (see sidebar, "Parallel-program generators"). Measuring these program executions lets us identify any correlation between communication style and instruction-type frequencies, evaluate how operands are stored (in registers or in memory), assess which machine resources are used (or not used) by specific parallel programs, and determine the impact on instruction-level parallelism.

Experimental Setup

We are the first to empirically evaluate how communication style affects parallel-system resource use. The experiments are performed on the iWarp system, which efficiently supports both systolic and memory communication styles and provides an excellent platform for parallel-program generators.

The iWarp System. The iWarp is a single-chip, VLSI processor developed by Intel\(^1\)\(^2\) that became operational in 1990. It contains separate floating-point units for addition and multiplication (20 Mflops single precision, 20 MIPS) and a high throughput (320
MB/s (200 ns) communication agent, which transfers data between other iWarp processors. This communication agent provides nonadjacent nodes with long-distance connections that reserve bandwidth and reduce communication start-up overhead. An iWarp node contains an iWarp chip and some local memory (ranging from 0.5 MBytes to 16.5 MBytes on our system). The peak local-memory bandwidth is 160 MBytes/second. An iWarp system is organized as a 2D torus of four to 1,024 iWarp nodes.

Figure 1 depicts a block-level sketch of the iWarp processor. Each processor's communication agent contains first-in, first-out (FIFO) queues, each eight words deep. Data received from neighboring nodes is stored in one of these queues until the program is ready to process it. Queues can be mapped into systolic gates, which are special registers in the register file (shaded in Figure 1). Systolic gates can be used as instruction operands with the same access time as any other register in the register file. When a gate supplies an input operand, a data word is transported from the associated queue's head to the functional unit. If the queue is empty, the instruction spins until a data word arrives. Writing to a gate sends the data word to the associated queue's tail. If the queue is full, the instruction spins until there is space.

The iWarp instruction set contains two types of instructions:

- Short instructions contain a single operation and control a single functional unit. Examples include load, store, floating-point add, floating-point multiply, and integer add. Loads, stores, and floating-point operations execute in two cycles (100 ns). Most other short instructions take one cycle. Short instructions are encoded in one 32-bit word.

- Long instructions contain multiple operations and control multiple functional units. A multiprocess operation word (LIW) is encoded in 96 bits and contains a maximum of five constituent operations. Its execution time is limited by the maximum execution time of each operation. A single, two-cycle LIW can perform one load and one store or two loads (with the address-register autoincrement), a floating-point add, and a floating-point multiply, while decrementing and testing a counter for loop implementation.

The iWarp node contains several features that support memory communication. Each node provides a high bandwidth to local memory. The LIW format allows one load for every floating-point operation with an 80-MByte/second peak-memory bandwidth. This bandwidth and the flexibility of the LIW format make sure the processor is not starved for data, even when none is supplied by the communication system. For example, a scalar dot product can proceed at the peak floating-point rate.

The iWarp processor contains eight spoolers, which are DMA-like controllers that move medium-sized and large messages directly from the communication system to memory. Each spooler moves 40 MBytes/second of data and steals one 50-nsec cycle to transfer two 32-bit words. The total memory bandwidth is 160 MBytes/second. Thus, up to four spoolers can proceed at full bandwidth but, in this case, steal all memory cycles from the computation agent.

Spoolers are valuable when messages arrive at the same time or when message arrival and program execution occur asynchronously. However, spooler setup requires the execution of instructions. When only one or two messages must be moved to memory and the message arrival is synchronized with program execution, then moving the message to memory via explicit store operations is faster.

Sample programs. We analyze single-node resource use for four standard linear-algebra application kernels: matrix multiplication (MM), LU decomposition, QR decomposition, and successive over relaxation (SOR). There are two parallel programs for each kernel: one program based on memory communication and one based on systolic communication. Two locally developed program generators use high-level computation descriptions to automatically produce all programs except systolic SOR.4 Because of SOR's structure, the parallel-program generator cannot automatically create a systolic program.

There are many memory communication models, including message-passing variations used by private-memory computers. These models differ in their functionality and overhead. In this study, we employ only neighbor-to-neighbor communication and a high-speed broadcast primitive, since the class of programs that can automatically be mapped is regular enough for this choice to yield the fastest programs. A broadcast message is stored and forwarded on a word-by-word basis; this allows the sender to operate at full speed, determined solely by the communication bandwidth. Since all parallel-program connections can be set up during load time (and the parallel-program generator takes advantage of this feature), there is no protocol overhead associated with a message. More sophisticated memory communication schemes may produce programs with different characteristics. However, the zero-overhead protocol adopted by our program generator is adequate for the regular programs used in this study and produces the best overall results on the iWarp parallel system.
Table 1. Differences between profiled time and actual execution time for matrix-multiplication implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Profiled time (ms)</th>
<th>Actual time (ms)</th>
<th>Difference (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systolic</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mflops measured on a 16-node system for all test programs. (Maximum rate possible is 320 Mflops.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Memory communication (Mflops)</th>
<th>Systolic communication (Mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOR</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I+U</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QR</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Profiling and measurement strategy.

Each parallel program generated by its respective parallel-programming tool consists of one C program (called a node program) for each node in the system, plus information to set up connections between node programs. A conventional single-node compiler loaded onto an array compiles each node program. We do not include connection setup in our measurements because it is part of loading and hardly contributes to execution time.

All programs are compiled to use single-precision arithmetic for computations involving only float values. This format is sufficient for our application domain: image processing, computer vision, and signal processing.

The code generated for each node is then annotated to gather profiling information that determines how often each basic block is executed. Each node program executes on a separate node and tracks the frequency of entries to each basic block. After termination of the user code, the runtime system writes history information into a log file on the front-end computer. An auxiliary program combines the basic-block entry frequency with the object code to obtain profiling information.

All programs are given 160 × 160 input matrices and are run on 16 iWarp nodes. Because of the regular structure of the programs, there is almost no program variation between different nodes. Therefore, in each case we present numbers from a single representative node.

This static-profiling approach does have some limitations, but the effects of these limitations are minimal. First, because we base our analysis on the frequency information for each basic block of the user program, we cannot include any time spent in system libraries (such as the C math library) or the runtime system. However, only a small fraction of time is spent in the system libraries and no time is spent in the runtime system for the programs we are investigating.

Second, the information collected is sufficient to determine which user instructions are executed, but does not account for time spent waiting or spinning (for example, time owing to instruction-cache misses or waiting for messages to arrive). Nevertheless, for the single-node characterization, the static-profiling information is sufficient. By design, systolic programs do not spend any cycles waiting for data to arrive, and for the given size of the parallel system (16 nodes), programs based on memory communication do not have to wait either.

Table 1 compares the time reported on a node to overall execution time for a matrix-multiplication program. Discrepancies are due to network-resource delays, stalls between adjacent instructions caused by incomplete bypasses between functional units, and instruction-cache misses.

Table 2 shows the measured Mflops for all programs.

Results and evaluation

Systolic communication promises two measurable benefits:

- increased instruction-level parallelism (since the communication system is another source of operands, more operations can be performed in parallel) and
- reduced access to local memory (operands are received from other nodes, and results can be sent to other nodes; there is no need to store these values in memory).

Dynamic measurement of instruction and operation frequencies permits empirical evaluation of these benefits. Since systolic programs are close to optimal for iWarp, different systolic program generators are unlikely to produce significantly different results.

Here, we present instruction-profiling results and describe the microarchitectural features responsible for our observations.

Instruction sets. The two iWarp instruction formats (short and LIW) let us directly measure the impact of the two communication styles on instruction-level parallelism. Figure 2 illustrates the percentage of iWarp system operations performed by LIW instructions during each communication style's execution.

Figure 2 reveals that a properly optimized program can effectively use LIW instructions. Although on average only 5 percent of the (static) instructions in the systolic object code are LIW instructions, 88 percent of all instructions are part of LIW instructions. This usually holds true for memory-based programs as well, where LIW instructions account for 10 percent of the static instructions in the code but execute about 52 percent of operations. LIW instructions occurring in the code are frequently used during runtime. The small percentage of static LIW instructions means that the average instruction length — and code size — does not grow excessively. Programs with systolic communication average 1.1 words per instruction, and programs with memory communication average 1.2 words per instruction.

Figure 3 shows the average number of operations per instruction for each program. Programs that execute a higher percentage of operations with LIW instructions also execute more operations per instruction. This proves that each LIW instruction includes a reasonable number of operations.

Figure 2 represents the relative contribution of LIW instructions as a percent.
age of all instructions, while Figure 3 represents the contribution as a percentage of all operations. Both metrics reflect how frequently the LIW format is used. But the execution time of LIW instructions and short instructions can differ: The execution time of an LIW instruction is the execution time of its longest operation (usually 100 ns for single-precision, floating-point operations; 200 ns for double-precision), whereas the execution time of a short instruction typically ranges from 50 ns (integer operations) to 200 ns (double-precision, floating-point operations). A compiler therefore tries to combine as many time-consuming operations in an LIW instruction as it can. If one operation takes 100 ns, then any other 100-ns operation is done at the same time, and it is more advantageous to put such an operation into this LIW instruction than, for example, to add a 50-ns operation. Figure 4 presents the breakdown of execution cycles based on the instruction format. According to this metric, the programs with systolic communication exhibit higher instruction-level parallelism.

Operation distribution. Figure 4 depicts the percentage of cycles executed by LIW instructions. Although there is only one LIW format, each LIW instruction can execute dramatically different operations. A more meaningful metric would identify the operations executed for each program. This information is in Figure 5, which shows operation frequencies for different programs and provides another picture of how processor resources are used by these programs. Operations are divided into five major classes:
• **floating-point operations** (any operation that uses the floating-point multiplier or adder);
• **load/store operations: memory operations** (loads a value from or stores a value to local memory);
• **address arithmetic** (ALU and load-literal operations that calculate memory addresses, including shifts and bit field operations, and count leading zeros);
• **moves** (ALU operations that copy a value from one register to another; floating-point units can also copy values between registers: our profiling tool counts these moves as floating-point operations, since a floating-point unit is busy); and
• **control** (control-flow instructions such as branches, jumps, procedure calls, and return are included in this group).

In Figure 5, all integer operations are counted as address computations. This is not always correct, because some integer operations are needed solely to compute loop-trip counts, but the number of such operations is negligible. Memory-based programs must retrieve all operands from memory, and store intermediate results to memory, and therefore perform more memory accesses than systolic programs do (see Figure 5). The figure also shows that memory-based programs have more address computations: Since memory-based programs access memory more frequently, they must calculate more memory addresses. (The sidebar, “Mapping strategies and system parameters,” describes how communication style impacts memory-access patterns.)

Systolic communication programs use far fewer control-flow operations because communication and computation loops are combined. Programs based on memory communication contain additional tests to determine the ownership of data. With systolic communication,

---

**Mapping strategies and system parameters**

The program generators discussed in this article let us evaluate the impact of communication style on the iWarp system. But a compiler can use other mapping strategies, and there are also many other parallel systems. Code generation strategies can affect our results, and these results depend on the communication system architecture’s key parameters.

Many efficient systolic algorithms are not developed by a program generator. And for some computations, blocking or tiling may improve memory communication program execution, since this strategy reduces the number of communication steps. Therefore, to understand the impact of this strategy, we use some programs from a library that is based on blocking.

Essentially, blocking or tiling divides a program into subproblems that can be solved with good data locality. Each node solves one of the subproblems and then exchanges data to combine the subresults into the main result. This problem division does the same amount of work as the simple program division employed by our memory-based program generator, but can have better communication characteristics because of the increased locality.

**Impact of mapping strategy.** The systolic communication model attempts to use network bandwidth instead of memory bandwidth, while the memory communication model performs computations only on values stored in memory.

Specifically, the memory communication program must retrieve all computation arguments from memory, but the systolic communication program can also retrieve arguments from the network. And the memory-based program must initially store all messages in memory, whereas the systolic program avoids all memory accesses, because it never stores messages.

As an example of computation phase differences, consider the statement that forms the inner kernel of matrix multiplication and LU decomposition. In a program employing memory communication, this kernel requires the c and b vectors to be fetched from memory:

\[ c[i] = c[i] + a \ast b[i] \]

It requires three memory operations and two floating-point operations. By contrast, the systolic inner loop passes the c vector along, so that only the b vector must be fetched from memory:

\[
\begin{align*}
tmp &= \text{receive}() \\
tmp &= \text{tmp} + a \ast b[j] \\
\text{send}(\text{tmp})
\end{align*}
\]

The systolic version requires two network operations, two floating-point operations, and one memory operation, and trades two memory operations for two network operations. Therefore, the memory bandwidth requirements for the systolic version are less than for the message-passing version, but the communication requirements are greater.

Whether the program with systolic communication can perform better than the inner loop based on memory communication depends on the balance of network and memory access provided by the processor. And this balance depends on how network accesses are implemented. Two forms of network access are memory-mapped and register-mapped network queues. One example of the memory-mapped approach can be found in the connection machine CM-5.2 There, network access requires memory bandwidth. Hence, sacrificing memory access for network access only makes sense when accessing the network interface is faster than directly accessing local memory, or when access to the memory-mapped network interface uses processor resources that are separate from those used by ordinary memory operations.

A processor’s number of parallel instructions is limited by the memory bandwidth, network bandwidth, and number of functional units supported by the machine. If a processor can multiply and add in the same cycle, the limiting function is retrieving the arguments from memory or the network. If a processor can perform three memory accesses in parallel, the inner loop of a memory-based program can be performed in one instruction. On iWarp, no more than two memory accesses can be performed in parallel, so the memory-communication inner loop must use two instructions. Of course, a processor with a single path to memory (like many contemporary microprocessors) requires at least three instructions. But the systolic inner loop can be performed in one instruction.

The blocking-based matrix multiplication algorithm rearranges the loop order so that it uses a slightly different inner loop:
data flows through the program, so the program doesn’t need to calculate data addresses; it only needs to read the next value from the neighbor node.

**Program access.** The iWarp architecture includes systolic gates to allow fast program access to the communication system. A systolic gate is a port to the communication system that is mapped directly (with hardware) into the processor’s register file, as shown in Figure 6. There is no operating or runtime system overhead involved in reading or writing to a gate. Using a gate as a source or destination of operands provides the mech-

![Figure 6. Percentage of variable accesses through gates.](image)

\[ c = c + a[i] \times b[i] \]

This loop requires only two memory accesses, because \( c \) can be stored in a register. This kernel still requires one more memory access than the systolic algorithm does, but a machine such as iWarp that can issue two memory accesses in parallel lets the loops be executed in the same number of cycles.

The systolic algorithm still has an advantage, because it avoids initially storing the messages in memory. As problem size grows, this advantage becomes less significant. In matrix multiplication, the program sends \( O(n^3) \) words in messages but performs \( O(n^2) \) inner-loop iterations. However, this effect is still quite noticeable for common array sizes (see Subbhiot et al.\(^3\) for a discussion of data set sizes encountered in sensor-based computing).

Table A shows the MFlop measurements for the three matrix multiplication programs (mapped onto 16 nodes for comparison with results presented in the article body). There is a noticeable difference between systolic communication programs and blocking programs even though the inner loop is computed in the same amount of time. As the size of the problem grows, the difference in MFlops between the blocked and systolic implementations decreases.

In summary, Table A underlines three points about parallel computations: First, with blocking, systolic and memory communications perform comparatively only when the matrices are large. If we map a computation onto a larger system (for example, one with 64 or 256 nodes), even larger inputs are required to obtain the same performance on each node. Many applications cannot scale the input set’s size to match the parallel system’s size, since the input set’s size is limited by external constraints.\(^3\) For these applications, systolic communication allows performance on a parallel system.

Second, the iWarp processor supports one memory operation in parallel with each floating-point operation. Memory-communication performance in processors without this balance (for example, those that support only one memory access for every two floating-point operations) cannot approach systolic-communication performance.

Finally, iWarp supports static connection setup, so there is no protocol overhead for memory communication. Therefore, since any protocol overhead reduces performance effectiveness, our analysis of memory communication is actually optimistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Simple-distribution memory communication (MFlops)</th>
<th>Blocked (tiled) memory communication (MFlops)</th>
<th>Systolic memory communication (MFlops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Impact of communication system parameters.** Another parameter that influences the trade-offs between memory communication and systolic communication is the way the processor and program handle message arrival. The message-passing program generator we used and the block matrix multiplication explicitly store network data in memory. Other message-passing implementations move message data to the background by stealing memory cycles. However, performing the communication in the background does not avoid memory-bandwidth bottleneck and still requires time to set up data transfers.

The performance of the three matrix multiplications (memory-based, systolic, and block-based) can be compared by defining performance equations in terms of the message-start-up overhead \( S \), the transfer time to send each word \( T \), the time to execute the body of the inner loop \( L \), the number of processors \( p \), and the size of the matrix \( n \). The execution time \( E_{\text{sys}} \) of matrix multiplication with simple memory communication is expressed below (there are \( n^3 \) computation steps evenly divided over \( p \) processors, and \( 2n^2 \) data elements must be moved):

\[
E_{\text{sys}} = 2n(S + T_{\text{n}}) + n^2/p \times L_{\text{sys}}
\]

The execution time \( E_{\text{sys}} \) for matrix multiplication based on systolic communication is

\[
E_{\text{sys}} = n^2/p \times L_{\text{sys}}
\]
anism that reduces the number of load or store operations. Figure 6 shows the percentage of operands supplied by or written to a gate for the different applications. Operands are read from a gate about as often as they are written to a gate.

The iWarp is a load/store architecture: The operands for all computations must be retrieved from a register or gate, and the destination of all computations is either a register or gate. As shown in Figure 6, only programs with systolic communication use gates for a significant fraction of computation operands. Only these programs contain instructions that write the result of a floating-point computation directly to a gate.

Gate operands occur in memory communication programs solely in the data distribution loops. Since the program always stores a complete block in memory, the operands must still be fetched from there for the computation. Therefore, the percentage of gate operands is much lower than for systolic communication.

Other factors

A comparison of communication styles must consider several factors. The input data size, instruction-level parallelism, available memory bandwidth, and parallelization strategy all contribute to the effectiveness of executing a parallel system program. For large data sets, the performance difference caused by the communication style diminishes if the processor supports sufficient memory bandwidth. For common input sizes, a systolic program enjoys a noticeable performance advantage. There are some computations for which systolic programs currently cannot be automatically generated but memory communication programs can.

\[
E_{\text{block}} = 4 \left( \frac{1}{p} - 1 \right) \left( S + \frac{Tn^2}{p} \right) + n^2 \frac{p}{p} L_{\text{block}}
\]

Note that the communication time differs for the three versions. The time to compute the innermost loop is of the same order for each, but different constant factors. \(L_{\text{MP}}\), \(L_{\text{SY}}\), and \(L_{\text{block}}\), serve to offset possible differences in the processors' local computation capabilities. In our program implementation on iWarp, \(S = 0\). In an implementation that performs the communication completely in the background, \(T = 0\). If message storing steals no resources from the foreground computation \((T = 0)\), then simple memory communication contributes only about \(O(n)\) time steps asymptotically, and the blocked algorithm contributes only \(O(\frac{1}{p})\). However, if message storing requires foreground resources, simple message passing adds an \(O(n^2)\) effect, and blocking adds \(O(\frac{p}{n^2} + \frac{1}{p})\) steps.

Figure D illustrates the impact of varying the communication system parameters \(S\) and \(T\) for the three mapping strategies and shows the efficiency (node utilization) for different input sizes. To emphasize the communication system's effect, all other parameters (number of paths to memory, number of functional units, and degree of parallelism) are kept constant and equal the iWarp-system values. Parameters \(S = 0\), \(T = 2\) model a system with no start-up overhead and a transfer time of 2 cycles (for example, iWarp).

The simple message-passing inner loop requires two instructions because of insufficient memory bandwidth; the other two strategies pack the operations into a single instruction. Therefore, the simple message-passing program's performance can be at most half that of the other cases. A machine with completely noninterfering background transfers and a start-up overhead of 100 cycles \((S = 100\), \(T = 0)\) models a system with direct memory access (DMA).

In practice, a zero-cost transfer is difficult to realize (unless there are separate busses or memory ports), so Figure D also includes a more realistic scenario with a 0.5 transfer cost. For all models, as the matrix size increases, the performance is dominated by the cost of performing the inner loop. But for smaller sizes, there are noticeable performance differences.
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The processor features that support systolic communication can also be employed to implement novel memory communication schemes. A parallel-program generator manages the memory of all nodes and may determine where incoming data should be stored. Either the sender or receiver node must compute these addresses.

Address computations for programs with cyclic or block-cyclic distributions (such as those included in high-performance Fortran) can be very elaborate. When multiple messages arrive, it is sometimes advantageous to compute these addresses on the sender node. Instead of first receiving a message and then copying the data, the program immediately deposits the data into its final location.

The sender transmits address-data pairs. On the receiver node, a message is read word by word, and the address determines where the data is locally stored. The gates make this step easy: The address is moved from a gate to a register, then the data value is moved from the gate to the memory location determined by this register.

We have shown that programs generated to implement systolic algorithms contain a smaller number of memory-access operations than programs based on memory communication. This fact has been mentioned before, but we are the first to demonstrate this characteristic by measuring and monitoring the execution of real programs on a real system. We also observed something surprising: Not only is the number of load or store operations reduced when using systolic communication, but the number of control-flow operations is affected as well. This is due to the systolic program's more regular structure. The programs produced by our parallel-program generator using memory communication contain more conditional tests, which mainly determine when and how to transmit or receive data.

We also found that systolic programs exhibit a higher degree of instruction-level parallelism. The multiprogram instruction format is employed more frequently for systolic programs than for memory-based programs, and multiprogram instructions in systolic programs average more operations. Both observations explain why systolic program versions take fewer cycles to execute; this performance advantage is reflected in more efficient processor resource allocation.

Finally, to capitalize on the reduced number of memory accesses, there must be an operand source independent of the memory system. In the iWarp case, the systolic gates act as a register-mapped window to the communication system and provide this additional operand source. Systolic programs use fine-grained (small message size) communication effectively via these gates; from approximately 10 to 20 percent of all operands/results are either supplied by or written to a gate.

In summary, a parallel system that aims to support fine-grained programs must identify how operands are supplied to functional units. Systolic communication requires a direct path from the communication system to the functional units. If data supplied by the communication system can be read or written independently of the memory system, then this operand source enables a higher degree of instruction-level parallelism.
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Parallel-program generators

A parallel-program generator uses a high-level program description to map computations and data onto a parallel system’s nodes. At each node, a program without explicit communication is turned into a one with explicit communication. Although a human programmer may assist with directives or hints, the parallel-program generator is responsible for all parallelism management details.

Here we use matrix multiplication to illustrate the fundamental differences in data movement and mapping between systolic and memory communication. Figure A shows the conventional sequential algorithm to compute \( C = C + AB \). Both the systolic and memory communication programs compute the same result, given \( A \) and \( B \), but each program gets this result in a significantly different order.

Basically, both programs multiply two \( N \times N \) matrices on an \( N \) processor array. Both multiplication schemes can easily be extended to handle matrices that do not exactly fit on the parallel system.

Memory communication. The memory communication program follows the standard data-parallel paradigm and uses memory communication to move data to the node that performs the computation. The matrices are divided, and every element is assigned to a node. The nodes that “own” \( C \) elements are responsible for computing \( C \) values and so must fetch nonlocal data needed to compute their \( C \) elements. The program proceeds in alternating phases of communication and computation. A node first sends data needed by other nodes or receives the data it needs. Then it updates all \( C \) elements stored on this node.

In this case, matrices are divided by rows. The \( p \) rows from \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \) are assigned to node \( p \). Therefore, node \( p \) is responsible for computing the \( p \)th row of \( C \). Here is a pseudocode for the computation executed by node \( p \):

\[
\text{for } (k = 0; k < N; k++) \\
\quad \text{if } (k == p) \\
\quad \quad \text{broadcast row } p \text{ of } B \\
\quad \quad \text{copy row } p \text{ into } \text{Brow} \\
\quad \quad \text{else} \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{receive row } k \text{ of } B \text{ into } \text{Brow} \\
\quad \text{for } (i = 0; i < N; i++) \\
\quad \quad C[p][i] = C[p][i] + A[p][k] \times \text{Brow}[j];
\]

Figure A illustrates the first two steps for the multiplication of two \( 3 \times 3 \) matrices. First, node 0 broadcasts the row of \( B \) stored on node 0 to all other processors. Next, all nodes add

\[
\text{for } (k=0; k < N; k++) \\
\quad \text{for } (i=0; i < N; i++) \\
\quad \quad \text{for } (j=0; j < N; j++) \\
\quad \quad \quad C[i][j] = C[i][j] + A[i][k] \times B[k][j]
\]

Figure A. Matrix multiplication.

\[ C[i][j] = C[i][j] + A[i][k] \times B[k][j] \]

Figure B. Parallel matrix multiplication based on memory communication.
\( A[i][0] \cdot B[0][j] \) into the \( C[i][j] \) elements of \( C \) that they own. Then node 1 broadcasts row 1 of \( B \), and so on. After all rows of \( B \) have been broadcasted, \( C \) (distributed over all nodes) contains the results of \( C + AB \).

All communication is performed from memory to memory: a row of \( B \) (stored in memory) is sent to all other nodes, where it is also stored in memory.

Systolic communication. Basically, the systolic program pumps data through the parallel system during computations instead of reading all operands from memory. \(^1\) \( A \) and \( B \) are still assigned to local memory, but the elements of the \( C \) matrix flow through the system. Unlike memory communication, no single node is responsible for completely computing the value of a particular element of \( C \). Instead, each node partially computes every \( C \) element that passes through it.

Again, matrix \( B \) is divided by rows, but matrix \( A \) is divided by columns. Each node \( p \) is assigned the \( p \)th row of \( B \) and the \( j \)th column of \( A \). The initial values of \( C \) are pumped into node 0. Below is the pseudo code for node \( p \):

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < N; i++) \\
\quad \text{for } (j = 0; j < N; j++) \\
\quad \text{receive partial result for } C[i][j] \text{ into } c \\
\quad \quad c = c + A[i][p] \cdot B[p][j]; \\
\quad \quad \text{send } c \text{ to node } p + 1;
\]

Figure C shows the computation of \( C[0][0] \) by the array nodes. The partial result \( c + A[i][p] \cdot B[p][j] \) is immediately passed to the next node, where it is used as an operand. The output of the last node is the new value of \( C \).

The inner computation loop of the memory communication program performs three memory accesses but no communication, for each iteration. The systolic program performs one memory access and two communication steps per inner-loop iteration. So, in tight computation loops, the systolic program takes advantage of communication system bandwidth in addition to memory bandwidth.

We omitted some details in the above presentation. First, since only parts of the arrays are stored locally, an additional level of mapping takes place so that memory is only allocated for locally resident data. \(^2\) Second, multiple rows or columns are usually stored on a single node, further complicating the loop structure and address arithmetic. Third, unrolling the bodies is usually difficult unless the bounds of various matrices are known during compile time.
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Figure C. Parallel matrix multiplication based on systolic communication.